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The Freelancer's Bible: Everything You Need to Know to Have the Career of Your DreamsOn Your TermsWorkman Publishing Company, 2012

	
		Amazingly, one-third of the American workforce is freelanceâ€•that’s 42 million people who have to wrestle with not just doing the work, but finding the work, then getting paid for the work, plus health care, taxes, setting up an office, marketing, and so on. Now help is here, and consultants, independent contractors, the...
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Samba-3 by Example: Practical Exercises to Successful Deployment (2nd Edition) (Bruce Perens Open Source)Prentice Hall, 2005
The Practical, Tested, Step-by-Step Samba-3 Guidebook Has Now Been Fully Updated!


The definitive Samba-3 guidebook has been completely updated to reflect the latest Samba releases and migration techniques. This book’s complete configuration files, step-by-step implementation  instructions, network diagrams, and...
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IT Administrator's Top Ten Introductory Scripts for Windows (Administrator's Advantage Series)Charles River, 2004
A key problem with Microsoft Windows is that its friendly user interface can get in the way of efficient system administration. There's no easy way, for example, to use the graphical administration tools to determine which of your users have passwords that will soon expire. The answers to such problems of administration come in the form of scripts...
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Citrix Access Suite 4 for Windows Server 2003: The Official Guide, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Build, secure, scale, and maintain Citrix on Windows
 New and existing Citrix engineers will learn to design and deploy an enterprise-level server-based computing (SBC) environment on Windows Server 2003 using Citrix Access Suite 4.0.  This official guide explains how to maximize the suite components to enable and...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2007 Technologies: Planning, Design and ImplementationDigital Press, 2007
Microsoft SharePoint 2007 Technologies: Planning, Design and Implementation provides an in-depth examination of the tasks involved in planning, designing and deploying SharePoint in your enterprise. SharePoint 2007 significantly extends the breadth of capabilities for end users, administrators, developers, and designers. The cutting-edge...
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CompTIA Network+ N10-005 Authorized Exam Cram (4th Edition)Que, 2012

	CD Features More Than 200 Practice Questions


	 


	CompTIA® Network+ N10-005 Authorized Exam Cram, Fourth Edition is the perfect study guide to help you pass CompTIA’s new Network+ N10-005 exam. It provides coverage and practice questions for...
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Beginning Fedora Desktop: Fedora 20 EditionApress, 2014

	Beginning Fedora Desktop: Fedora 20 Edition is a complete guide to using the Fedora 20 Desktop Linux release as your daily driver for multimedia, productivity, social networking, the GNOME 3 desktop, administrative tasks, and more. Author and Linux expert Richard Petersen delves into the operating system as a whole and offers you a...
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Excel 2010 for Educational and Psychological Statistics: A Guide to Solving Practical ProblemsSpringer, 2011

	Excel has become an important and nearly ubiquitous classroom and office resource for students and practitioners who are faced with solving statistical problems on an everyday basis. Despite this, there has yet to emerge a truly practical, “how-do-I-do-it” manual that teaches the various applications and...
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Project 2016 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2016

	The easy way to take control of project timelines, resources, budgets, and details


	Project manager, meet your new assistant! Once you discover Project 2016 you'll be amazed at how efficient and effective the project management process can be. Written by an expert author who knows project management processes backward and...
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Autodesk Revit Architecture 2015: No Experience Required: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2014

	Learn Revit Architecture the hands-on way


	For those who like to learn by doing, this Autodesk Official Press book shows you how to build a four-story office building one step at a time, providing you with real-world practice you might expect to encounter on the job. Concise explanations, focused examples, step-by-step...
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Faster Smarter Microsoft  Office FrontPage  2003Microsoft Press, 2003
Now you can do the things you do every day with FrontPage 2003—design and  publish Web pages, create rich content, add dynamic features—but do them faster,  smarter, and better. Dive in! This friendly, focused guide shows the best ways  to get a great-looking Web site up and running, so you spend more time doing and  less time...
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Managing Projects in Organizations : How to Make the Best Use of Time, Techniques, and PeopleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Your Handbook for Managing Projects
In this third edition of Managing Projects in Organizations, J. Davidson Frame updates and expands on his classic book to provide an accessible introduction to the field of project management. Drawing on more than twenty-five years of consulting and training experience, Frame’s most current edition of...
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